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1. INTRODUCTION

Occupational safety and health (OSH) can be defined by combining the definitions of occupation, safety, and health. In different cultures, countries, and times these three notions have had, and continue to have, different meanings. The *Encyclopaedia Britannica Online* (2000) defines “occupation” as an “activity in which one engages.” In the context of OSH, “occupation” carries the notion of employed occupation (e.g., International Labour Organization, 1981) and thereby makes the inclusion of military personnel, self-employed, housewives, and other groups open for discussion.

Safety is defined as “those activities that seek either to minimize or to eliminate hazardous conditions that can cause bodily injury” and safety precautions can be either subsumed as occupational safety or public safety (*Encyclopaedia Britannica, Online*, 2000).

In its simplest form “health” means the absence of disease. In 1947 the World Health Organization (WHO) defined health as “a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” (WHO, 2000). Under this broader definition, health protection and health promotion can be discerned.

In combining these three definitions, a continuum of definitions of occupational safety and health can be formed (cf. Luczak, Rötting, & Brueggmann, 2000): For a restricted definition, only selected groups of employed people are included, safety is understood as the minimizing of hazardous effects, and health is defined as the prevention of disease. For the broadest definition, all people following an occupation, regardless of being employed or not, are included, safety is focused on the elimination of hazardous conditions, and health is promoted in the context of the occupation.

Similar to this continuum of definitions, OSH is of varying importance in different countries of the world. This becomes evident when looking at the historical development of OSH-related legislation (e.g., Grieco, Iavicoli, & Belinguer, 1999) and when comparing statistical figures about accidents (see Table 1 for a comparison of accidents at work in the Member States of the European Union) and occupational and work-related diseases.

An estimate by the International Labour Organization (ILO) shows that the fatality rates in Central and Eastern Europe, China, and India are almost double that of advanced industrialized economies. In the Latin America/Caribbean region they are even higher and are four times as high in the Middle East and Asia (excluding China and India; Takala, 1999).
This paper tries to analyze if and how these differences are reflected in the OSH research conducted by researchers in different countries and published in different languages.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATABASE AND CLASSIFICATION METHOD

The following charts represent aspects of the literature database analyzed in the research project “forum arbeitsschutz—Balance of Occupational Safety and Health Research,” funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (grant No. FKZ: 01 HK 9801). The data is based on a large number of electronic data sets of literature published in English, German, and other languages for the years from 1980 to 1998. A filter rule was implemented to identify articles that are related to OSH research. According to this rule, only those articles are included in the analysis that are related to work (or are published in a work-related journal) and related to safety (or are published in a safety-and-health-related journal). This reduced the
initial number of over 65,000 articles sampled from publicly available databases to 35,866, which were used for the analysis reported in this paper.

A classification scheme based on a broader definition of OSH was developed in the project (Luczak & Rötting, 1999). A criteria system with over 270 items was implemented for an automatic categorization of literature abstracts. The collected data sets were classified by a rule-based electronic categorization system. The items are hierarchically grouped into the following main areas:

• Viewpoint of the research (e.g., discipline and the type of institution the author works for);
• Research question (e.g., intention and goal, basic or applied research);
• Research methodology (e.g., theoretical foundation, study design, sample size, measurement technique, and variables);
• Research object (e.g., society at large, actors in the field of OSH, branch of industry, profession, company, management, culture, person, basic physiological and psychological functions, task, working environment).

Figure 1 shows the principle of the classification that was conducted with every article. Whereas, in the research project “forum arbeitsschutz” the focus was oriented towards a comparison of German research with international research (Luczak, Brueggmann, Päßler, Röslér, & Rötting, 2001; Luczak, Rötting, & Brueggmann, 2000), this article will distinguish the international data sets by the language of the articles. It has to be considered that the language of an article itself does not indicate the country of origin of the research. Especially, English publications cannot easily be distinguished into contributions from the United Kingdom and the United States or the publication of research results from other countries.

The electronic databases from which these data sets were derived do not allow for distinguishing between the national origin of English literature because of a lack of information in the data set. In some databases the postal code of the main author is available, but not in all. This problem is found in databases with literature in other languages, too. But the bias in the conclusion that, for example, German articles have their origin in German research is much smaller than for the international English literature. And, for example, Russian articles were analyzed by their English abstracts and therefore can be considered as being native Russian articles. But this shows the need for more standardization of this important information in international literature classifications for meta-analytical research. Especially the important Scandinavian contributions to the research field cannot be shown
clearly because Scandinavian journals often chose English as the language of publication.

The second important aspect is the amount of literature in languages other than English or German. Although a lot of resources were spent in the research project “forum arbeitsschutz” for the collection of data sets from different databases, the amount of literature in other languages is very small. This is attributed to the use of English as the language for the international publication of scientific research. The large amount of German literature derives from the fact that special databases were searched that collect practically-oriented articles addressed to actors in OSH. This type of literature can be considered to be less frequent in other languages of the analyzed data. So the large amount of German literature does not simply
Figure 2. Percentage of different article languages in the analyzed literature data (total \( n = 35,866 \) articles; Eastern European languages = Russian, Polish, Czech, Serbo-Croatian, Croatian).

indicate the role of German research in international comparison, it is an effect of the focus of the research project “Forum Arbeitsschutz.”

3. METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

Some of the aspects of the hierarchical classification scheme focus on methodological aspects of the articles. Keywords like “longitudinal study” do not automatically indicate that an article describes a specific longitudinal study but that the article at least reflects this type of analytical method (probably in critical reflection without reference to a specific study). But at least the frequency of methodological keywords shows the amount of reflection of these aspects in the literature written in different languages.

Figure 3 indicates that in all languages aspects of cross-sectional studies can be found most frequently. Japanese and Eastern European articles show a strong reflection of experimental studies. The case control study is found
often in English literature. Longitudinal studies are mostly reflected in English, French, and Eastern European literature. In other languages, only a very few of these types of studies can be found.

Some German experts demand a more long-term orientation of research funding. This demand is in some aspect supported by this analysis of frequency of keywords related to “longitudinal studies.” The analysis indicates that German literature at least does not reflect this type of study in a wider sense. This is remarkable, because, as we can see, there is much more reflection in English literature of this type of method, and these articles are available to German research as well as to researchers in other countries. So, the conclusion can also be that there is probably a lack of reflection in German OSH research of available international research results dealing with this method. Another conclusion can be that these studies are very expensive and, therefore, the funding institutions are looking for a broad distribution of the results. Therefore, publication in English is demanded from those researchers conducting longitudinal studies.
Although Figure 3 indicates that in this analysis the keywords related to longitudinal studies can be found in all registered countries, there are no further hints in these articles to the specific temporal orientation of longitudinal studies (Figure 4). Only English, German, and French literature show, in some cases, the temporal orientation of this reflection of the method. In the category “other languages,” only prospective longitudinal studies are found.

4. OBJECTS OF RESEARCH IN INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON

Figure 5 shows the level of the object of the analyzed article. The chart shows that from this perspective no specific conclusions can be drawn. There is a great similarity between articles in different languages in the level of the articles’ object.

Actors in the OSH system, the working person, and the working environment are the most reflected levels in the articles. It has to be
considered that in this analysis and the following, each article can contribute to more than one aspect on the same level of the classification scheme, that is, an article that reflects the impact of new information technology on the working life in Germany reflects at least the levels “tools and objects of work” and “society.”

Specific aspects in the different languages can be highlighted, if the analysis is taken to the finer levels in the branches of the hierarchical classification scheme. The following analyses will guide through some aspects of this classification scheme.

Figure 6 shows in which relation different actors of the OSH system are mentioned. Only German articles show peculiarities. Here institutional actors of the OSH system are mentioned as often as actors in the company. The typical actor mentioned in an OSH-related article is an actor within a company: the worker him- or herself, followed by the management, and actors with medical backgrounds. And again, in the German literature the
role of the worker is not as prominent as in articles in other languages, although the worker is most often mentioned among the OSH actors in the companies. In the German literature, management and medical actors play a more important role than in the literature written in other languages.

As macroeconomic statistics suggest, OSH-related articles are mostly related to the third (services) sector of the economy (Figure 7). In this sector the majority of workers in most of the related industrialized countries are working. This reflects the change in the working world from production of goods to handling services and information. The higher the number of articles in a language related to the third economic sector, the higher the number of psychological functions mentioned in the articles (Figure 8). This underlines the shift of task loads of typical jobs in the third sector and the anticipation of this effect by the research society.
Figure 7. Distribution of keywords reflecting the economical sector.

Figure 8. Physiological versus psychological functions.
Within these articles, which are related to psychological aspects, certain patterns of reflection of the psychological functions can be found (Figure 9). Articles written in English, German, and unidentified languages mention motivational and attitudinal aspects most frequently, whereas in articles written in other languages the aspects of the perceptional functions prevail.

The reflected aspects of work organization differ more obviously (Figure 10). English, German, and Spanish articles very often deal with aspects of the working place. Articles in French, Italian, Japanese, and the Eastern European languages discuss aspect of working hours more extensively.

Within the aspects of the working environment there are some remarkable differences, too (Figure 11). English and German articles very often deal with dangerous substances, whereas the focus in most other languages is set on noise, vibration, or both. Aspects of illumination are represented more in French and Spanish articles and the Japanese articles show the greatest amount of spatial requirement discussion.
Figure 10. Aspects of the work organization.

Figure 11. Aspects of the working environment.
5. CONCLUSION

The lack of a standardized notation of basic identifying information in literature databases increases problems in meta-analytical research. International comparisons of research topics on the basis of the language of an article must be considered as the second best way (with respect to the affordable resources). No specific pattern can be found, which indicates a great lack of discussion in different languages. The greatest variation of OSH topics can be expected in English articles. The greater the number of articles that are collected in a language, the more this characteristic variation between topics can be found. Further research with this method requires many more data sets in the different languages or a better matching of the national origin by standardized keywords. This is the basic requirement for substantial conclusions on the field of research in international comparisons. It can be formulated as an objective to the research society of OSH to introduce and discuss such standards that would facilitate meta-analytical research. Medical databases with OSH-related keywords show this intercompatibility more clearly than other databases. This is probably driven by the research strategy used by medical researchers. This article should demonstrate the possibilities of international research comparisons on the basis of automatically reviewed literature. On the other hand the methodological restrictions are shown due to incompatible keyword-structures between different databases.
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